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Abstract—Optimizing the channel and the radiation direction
of the antenna is an important factor to improve the
performance and quality of wireless communication systems.
When it’s rapidly developed in the field of communications,
electrically large anisotropic impedance materials are used for
the optimization of the antenna. However, how to calculate the
high-frequency radiation, scattering and diffraction at high
frequency of the electrically large anisotropic impedance
conductor becomes a widespread problem . This paper uses the
UTD, which belongs to the high-frequency analysis method,
and the MEC together to solve the diffraction problem of finite
anisotropic impedance split.In the end,I hope the methods
could advance the follow-up research , and optimize the
radiation performance of the entire base station antenna.
Keywords-UTD ； MEC ； Electrically Large Conductor ；
Diffraction

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many scholars were committing
themselves to the diffraction problem of anisotropic
impedance split. The UTD overcomes the shortcomings of
the geometrical method of diffraction(GTD) and solve the
continuous problem of electromagnetic waves in the shadow
boundary transition region[1]. Then Russian scientists
Lyalinov and Italian scientists Manara further learned the
UTD solution of the anisotropic impedance split, and made
it extending to a certain splitting angle[2-4], especially
Manara's team used the perturbation method to calculate the
UTD solution of anisotropic impedance split when deviated
from the normal incidence in a small angle. However, the
calculation of UTD could only use in the condition of the
Keller cone,and could not calculate diffraction problem of
finite length split.

effectively solve the finite length diffraction in anisotropic
impedance coated large target.
II. DIFFRACTION RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
Diffraction rays include diffraction rays, spire-rays of
diffractions, surface diffraction rays[11], which the edge and
surface diffraction is more typical, this paper discusses the
edge diffraction. Figure 1 is the edge of the physical model
when a plane wave entering upon the anisotropic impedance
split, Figure 2 shows the top view shown in Figure 1. Using
the edge split as the z-axis to create a cylindrical coordinate
system, n express the size of outside split angle,

Z 0 and Z n express the tensor surface impedance of
anisotropic impedance split in   0 and   n .
Arbitrarily polarized plane wave along the direction of
iˆ  xˆ sin0 cos0  yˆ sin0 sin0  zˆ cos0 irradiation to
the split face of the anisotropic impedance, where  0 is the
angle of the incident wave vector and split edge, 0 is the
angle of wave vector and R split face. P   ,   is the
observation point.

The bringing out of the equivalent currents method
extends UTD to any directions, and estimate the limited
length of the split more accurately[5-9]. MEC use the
equivalent currents as the source of the diffraction field, and
the calculation of the radiation field only includes the line
integral,so the calculation is relatively simple. Furthermore,
the problem,that equivalent currents will become singular
point in the shadow and reflection boundary transition zone,
can be eliminated by subtracting the physical optics[10]. In
conclusion , the combination of UTD and MEC can

Fig. 1. The edge of the physical model when a plane wave entering upon
the anisotropic impedance split
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application, so we consider them combined to calculate the
diffraction problem of finite-length anisotropic impedance
split.
In the MEC, the basic method is based on the
assumption that there are line currents I and line magnetic
currents M at various points around the surface singularity
(edge loops) and far field radiation integral in the form of
summing them to represent the diffraction field[9]:


E d   jk  ZI r 'sˆ  sˆ  tˆ   M r 'sˆ  tˆ G r ' , r dl
c

（2）
Fig. 2. Edge of the physical model top view

May have to field point P on the edge diffraction field
as：
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Where, k is the number of incident wave; Z is the
impedance of the medium; r and r ' is the position vector
of
the
observation
point
and
edge
C;
G r , r '  exp  jks  4s is a three dimensional Green
function. From this formula can be seen that the equivalent
currents are fictional, because they depend on the scattering
direction and the direction of incidence. The following
figure shows the far-field Green's function diagram:

difference between two main radius of the reflected ray
wave.The parameter S is the distance along the diffracted
rays between diffraction point Q to observation point P .A is
the edge diffraction coefficient.
MEC is one of the practical way to solve diffraction
problem,It overcomes the shortcomings of GTD which
failure of caustics and can only calculate the diffraction
field on the Keller cone.Estimating more accurate for the
limited length of the split.The basis of the equivalent
currents method is, when any far diffraction field of finite
currents distribution through a radiation integral to sum, will
be a limited result, by finding the appropriate distribution to
avoid the UTD divergence[6]. However, the MEC theory has
some shortcomings, In the algorithm, the diffraction
coefficient in the shadow and reflection boundary transition
zone will become singular point. According to this,we can
add three coefficients of the physical optics to cancel out the
singularity of diffraction coefficient, thus the diffraction
coefficient remaining finite in reflect and shadow boundary
transition region, and overcoming the shortcomings of
several other diffraction calculation method[10].
III. A SOLUTION TO DIFFRACTION PROBLEM OF
FINITE-LENGTH ANISOTROPIC IMPEDANCE SPLIT
Uniform-geometrical theory of diffraction is developed
on the basis of the geometrical theory of diffraction, It can
only applies to calculate the diffraction of an infinitely long
split, and can only be applied to the Keller cone; The
method of equivalent currents extend UTD algorithm to an
any direction, when any far diffraction field of finite
currents distribution through a radiation integral to sum, will
be a limited result. Both methods have their scope of

Fig. 3. Far-field Green's function diagram

In order to obtain the diffraction field, we must seek to
qualify the line currents I and the line magnetic currents M
at first , which is the key. Of course, in this paper, we will
combine the UTD algorithm, using the UTD's contribution
at diffraction field,and a very strict conclusion after
Mcihaeli study equivalent currents assumptions, we will not
prove it, simply take this conclusion, so we can get the
expression of equivalent currents as follows[8]:
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The above equation, we can solve the diffraction
problem of finite-length anisotropic impedance split through
solving the singular point problem of the equivalent currents
at transition zone. In the method of equivalent
currents,surface integral contains all near the edge of the
currents (the uniform currents component and the
non-uniform currents component), we will remove the
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uniform currents component, to eliminate the singularity.
Where D is the diffraction coefficient of equivalent
currents, currents component is mapped to the diffraction
coefficient, we can get the expression of being eliminated
the singularity:
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Where,the integration of uniform-geometrical method of
diffraction and method of equivalent currents is[12]:
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singularity , then get the expression of the electromagnetic
flow. The final results substitute in the original style will be
able to get the diffraction results of UTD under the MEC:

The diffraction field is no longer confined to the Keller
cone of a bus, it will extend UTD algorithm to an arbitrary
direction, and get a finite value by means of integral. The
above is the description of the diffraction problem-solving
ideas of a finite-length anisotropic impedance split.By
skillfully using The UTD and The MEC together,the
problem can be properly solved.
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Using the result of (6) and (7) into the (5), we are able to get
the diffraction coefficient value after eliminating the
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